Leading the Way in Online Tutoring

The WRC has specialized in online tutoring for a number of years now. We offer both synchronous and asynchronous online tutoring for students. For the first time, students can schedule appointments via EAB navigate, and you can track student utilization of our center.

Supplementing Your Pedagogy

The WRC supplements what you are doing in the (virtual) classroom. Particularly in a remote learning environment, writing tutoring functions as an engaging way for students to further develop their writing process.

A Highly Trained Staff

The WRC is applying for CRLA Level III training for the first time. Every WRC tutor undergoes a rigorous training curriculum, totaling 50 hours of training.

Resource Generation

The WRC is focusing on homegrown online resource generation this year. Direct your students to our website, so they can access helpful handouts and videos.

Invite Us into Your Courses

We would love to visit your courses to promote our services or assist you in the classroom. Contact me to schedule a convenient time.

Demonstrated Impact

Data illustrates that the WRC works! The average GPA of an English 1300 student who uses the WRC 3+ times is a 3.2. 90% of students who utilize our service express that the WRC makes them more confident about their writing.

Contact:
Dr. Joseph Cunningham
Assistant Director of the Academic Support Center
Office: One Main Building, RM 925
Email: cunninghamj@uhd.edu
Website: uhd.edu/wrc